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1 Introduction

This report summarizes the state of the art and open problems in the area of secure multiparty
protocols. Section 2 briefly discusses some common (mostly cryptographic) primitives used in
multiparty protocols, namely broadcast channels, secret sharing, and threshold cryptography.
Our current knowledge in these areas is summarized. Section 3 then continues to describe the
state of the art of generic constructions for multiparty protocols, including several important
open problems. Finally, Section 4 presents several specific, active research areas in secure
multiparty computation, and states relevant open problems in each of these areas.

2 Primitives

2.1 Fault-tolerant Broadcast

Many multiparty protocols assume that parties communicate by a broadcast channel, i.e.,
all parties receive the same set of messages in the same order, and (roughly) at the same
time. While that may hold in a small local network, most medium and large size networks
provide point to point communication between the parties only. In other settings, such as
a wireless network, parties may have a broadcast channel to some other parties, but not be
able to reach all parties directly. As most networks can be modeled as asynchronous point-to-
point networks (even though that might result in some performance loss due to the necessary
communication protocols), this model is the one best researched, though specialized protocols
exist that make use of particular network properties.

There is some work on networks that can break into partitions and rejoin at a later point
in time. As most multiparty protocols will be unable to cope with partitions, we do not
discuss this model in detail here.

Fault-tolerant broadcast protocols fill the gap between the idealized model (i.e., a broad-
cast channel) and the real world (i.e., affected by failures and/or partial connectivity) by
providing some basic properties of broadcast channels on top of a less reliable network. While
it may not be possible to completely simulate a broadcast channel—for example, it is impos-
sible to achieve any timing guarantee using an asynchronous network—primitives exist that
can achieve most of the necessary properties.

An asynchronous consistent broadcast primitive guarantees that every party that does
receive a particular broadcast receives the same message. While it is not guaranteed that
all parties do receive the message if the sender is dishonest, the parties get a guarantee of
consistency. The first consistent broadcast protocol in the literature is in [131]. While it is
rather efficient in terms of communication, it relies on public key cryptography, which may
cause a significant slowdown in some cases.

A reliable broadcast goes one step further than a consistent broadcast and furthermore
guarantees that either all honest participants receive the broadcast message, or none does; this
property is also called agreement. The first protocol to achieve that goal in an asynchronous
point to point network goes back to Bracha [29]. While this protocol is rather expensive in
terms of communication, requiring O(n2) messages for a broadcast to n parties, it does not
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require any expensive cryptography.

Finally, an atomic broadcast not only ensures that all parties receive the same set of
messages, but furthermore guarantees that they receive all messages in the same order. This
property is the hardest to achieve, as it can be show to be equivalent to solving the consensus
problem, which itself has been shown to be impossible to solve in a fully asynchronous network
[79] (though it is possible to circumvent this result using randomization). However, as the
guarantees given by an atomic broadcast are needed for many protocols, a rich literature
on implementations exist, using either somewhat asynchronous system model [23, 132, 112],
or randomization techniques [35]. To increase performance of those protocols, optimistic
techniques have been developed [53, 113] that perform very fast if the network is reasonably
well behaved. Otherwise, the protocols slow down, but do not lose any security guarantee.

2.2 Secret Sharing Schemes

Secret sharing is a fundamental primitive in cryptography; it was introduced in 1979 inde-
pendently by Blakley [24] and by Shamir [141]. Secret sharing schemes have been extensively
studied along the years [145]. In its basic form, a secret sharing scheme is a protocol di-
vided into a Sharing Phase and a Reconstruction Phase. During the Sharing Phase, a dealer
distributes a secret among a set of participants by sending in a secure way a piece of infor-
mation, called share, to each of them. Then, during the Reconstruction Phase, some subsets
of participants (qualified subsets), by pooling together their shares, reconstruct the secret;
while, other subsets, (forbidden subsets), are not able to reconstruct the secret. Moreover, if
the scheme is such that forbidden subsets, by pooling together and processing their shares,
do not get any information about the secret, it is said to be perfect. In such a model, dealer
and participants are supposed to be honest.

Efficiency and Information Rate. One of the basic issues in the area of secret sharing
schemes is that of estimating the information rate of the scheme, that is, the ratio between
the size of the secret and that of the largest share given to any participant. Although the
issue has received considerable attention (e.g.,[14, 33, 52, 71] to name a few) some interesting
problems remain still open. Schemes where the information rate is equal to one are said to
be ideal.

Linear Secret Sharing Schemes. An important class of secret sharing schemes is the
class of linear secret sharing schemes. Brickell [32] was the first author who considered (ideal)
linear schemes and introduced the vector space construction, generalized later by Van Dijk
[147]. General linear secret sharing schemes were studied by Simmons [144]. Geometric secret
sharing schemes, considered by Jackson and Martin [108], are also general linear secret sharing
schemes. Karchmer and Wigderson [111] showed that monotone span programs realize any
linear secret sharing scheme.

Verifiable Secret Sharing Schemes. In order to design secret sharing schemes that keep
working in hostile environments, the concept of verifiability was introduced in [58]. With
this more general approach, some extra information is used to enable participants to detect
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a dishonest dealer, who sends inconsistent shares during the Sharing Phase, and to verify
during the Reconstruction Phase that each participant sends a correct share. There is an
extensive literature on verifiable secret sharing schemes (e.g., [94, 17, 54, 130, 65, 88] for
the unconditionally secure setting and, e.g., [78, 123] for the computationally secure setting).
Verifiable secret sharing schemes play a key-role in multi-party computation.

Proactive Verifiable Secret Sharing Schemes. The concept of proactive security was
introduced in [122] and applied to the secret sharing setting in [101]. Basically the idea is
that, if the shares held by the participants stay the same for all the lifetime of the system, then
an adversary can eventually corrupt a sufficient number of participants to learn the secret.
On the other hand, if time is divided into periods, and at the beginning of each period the
stored shares change (while the shared secret stays the same), then the adversary probably
does not have enough time to corrupt the necessary number of participants. Moreover, the
shares he learns during period p are useless during period p + i, for i = 1, 2 . . .. So, he has to
start a new attack from scratch during each time period. See [44] for an overview of schemes
dealing with the synchronous setting and [34] for the asynchronous one.

Visual Cryptography. A visual cryptography scheme [117] is a secret sharing scheme to
encode a secret image SI in such a way that any qualified subset of participants can “visually”
recover the secret image, while forbidden subsets have no information on SI. A “visual”
recovery consists of xeroxing the shares, which are shadow images, onto transparencies and
stacking them one on the top of the others. The participants in a qualified subset will be able
to see the secret image without any knowledge of cryptography and without performing any
cryptographic computation. See [27] for references on recent works on the subject. Visual
cryptography is a powerful tool for teaching cryptography to general audience. Applications
have also been proposed to realize authentication, identification schemes and, recently, e-
voting schemes.

2.3 Threshold Cryptography

Threshold cryptography allows to distribute a cryptographic operation among a group of n
parties in a fault-tolerant way. An operation can be carried out despite the failure or malicious
behavior of up to t parties and in such a way that no cryptographic secrets are leaked and the
result is correct. The secret key of the cryptosystem is shared among the group using secret
sharing (see Section 2.2).

Threshold cryptographic extensions exist for most cryptosystems, but the ones that have
received most attention so far were public-key encryption and digital signature schemes.

Threshold cryptosystems are distributed cryptographic protocols and differ in the network
model and timing assumptions used (synchronous, asynchronous), in the corruption capabili-
ties of the adversary (static, adaptive), and in model used in the cryptographic security proof
(random oracle, standard model).

A threshold cryptosystem can either be initialized by a trusted party (usually called
the dealer), who generates the secret key and distributes its shares among the group, or it
can be initialized by a distributed protocol that generates the secret key using a threshold
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cryptographic protocol. The latter approach is necessary in order to completely eliminate any
single points of failure, or trust.

In this section we consider threshold encryption and threshold signatures for RSA-based
systems, discrete logarithm-based systems, and for systems based on Paillier’s composite-
degree residuosity classes.

There are many extensions of threshold cryptography. The most important among them
are proactive cryptosystems [102], which introduce a periodic refresh protocol for refreshing
the shares so that more than t faulty parties can be tolerated over the lifetime of the secret
key, provided that no more than t are faulty between two executions of the refresh protocol.
Proactive cryptosystems are usually obtained by replacing the secret sharing scheme of a
threshold cryptosystem with a proactive verifiable secret sharing scheme (see Section 2.2),
but sometimes additional work is necessary [128].

2.3.1 Models

Network Model. The network typically provides at least pairwise authenticated point-to-
point channels among all n parties in the group; sometimes the channels are also assumed to
be private. Often threshold cryptosystems are designed on the basis of assuming a broadcast
channel. A broadcast channel is an abstraction which guarantees that all non-faulty parties
receive the same set of messages through the channel and that they receive them in the same
order. It can be implemented using a protocol for Byzantine agreement, see also Section 2.1.

The network can be synchronous or asynchronous. In a synchronous network, there are
known upper bounds on the delay of messages on any channel and on the relative clock speeds
of the parties. One can imagine that all communication in synchronous network occurs in
a sequence of global rounds using either the point-to-point channels or a broadcast channel.
Most threshold cryptographic protocols assume this idealized model.

In an asynchronous network, no common clock exists and the delay of all messages on
the point-to-point channels is unbounded. Typically an adversarial scheduler is assumed
to control the delivery of messages over the network. There are only a few asynchronous
threshold cryptographic protocols.

Non-interactive threshold cryptosystems proceed without interaction among the parties
and typically require only one computation step for every party, in which it generates its
share of the cryptographic result (such as a “signature share” or a “decryption share”);
enough correct shares can then be assembled to the result by anyone. Such schemes are very
practical and also suitable for asynchronous networks.

Corruption Model. One distinguishes between static and adaptive corruptions in cryp-
tography: in the static corruption model, the adversary must decide whom to corrupt in-
dependently of the execution of the system, whereas in the adaptive corruption model, the
adversary can adaptively choose whom to corrupt as the attack is ongoing, based on infor-
mation it has accumulated so far. It is strictly easier to design protocols for the static case
than for the adaptive case.
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Cryptographic Proof Model. As other cryptographic schemes, threshold cryptosystems
can be proved secure either in the standard model or in the so-called random oracle model. The
latter falls short of a proof in the standard model, but nevertheless gives very strong evidence
for the security of a construction. Schemes in the random oracle model are attractive be-
cause they are practical and require less interaction; non-interactive threshold cryptosystems
commonly use the random oracle model.

Threshold Cryptosystems. A threshold public-key cryptosystem looks similar to an or-
dinary public-key cryptosystem with distributed decryption. There is a single public key
for encryption, but each party holds a key share for decryption. The decryption operation
is usually an interactive protocol among the parties. In non-interactive schemes, however,
the parties process decryption requests for a particular ciphertext and simply output a de-
cryption share together with a proof of its validity. In an interactive protocol with input
a ciphertext resulting from encrypting some message and given that at least t + 1 correct
parties engage in decryption, it must be easy to recover the message; similarly, in the non-
interactive setting, given more than t valid decryption shares for that ciphertext, it is easy to
recover the message. This property is called robustness. Threshold cryptosystems should also
be secure against adaptive chosen-ciphertext attacks in order to be useful for all conceivable
applications.

Very efficient discrete logarithm-based threshold cryptosystems are known. Shoup and
Gennaro [143] present a non-interactive ElGamal-like system that is secure against adaptive
chosen-ciphertext attacks in the random oracle model. A less efficient protocol that requires
a synchronous network with broadcast was presented by Canetti and Goldwasser [49]; it is
based on the Cramer-Shoup cryptosystem and assumes only the standard model. Earlier
constructions did not provide security against adaptive chosen-ciphertext attacks.

For RSA, there are practical non-interactive protocols for carrying out the basic decryp-
tion operation, which are described below in the section on signature schemes. But they
only give rise to cryptosystems that are secure against chosen-plaintext attacks; designing
a non-interactive RSA-based threshold cryptosystem that is secure against adaptive chosen-
ciphertext attacks is an interesting open problem.

It is also known how to construct threshold versions of Paillier’s cryptosystem that are
secure against chosen-ciphertext attacks in the standard model with synchronous broadcast,
as shown by Fouque and Pointcheval [80].

2.3.2 Threshold Signature Schemes

In a threshold signature scheme, each party holds a share of the secret signing key. In in-
teractive schemes, the parties carry out a distributed protocol to generate a signature for a
message given as input. In non-interactive schemes, every party generates shares of signatures
on individual messages upon request, and the validity of a signature share can be verified for
each party. From t + 1 valid signature shares, one can generate a digital signature on the
message that can later be verified using the single, publicly known signature verification key.
In a threshold signature scheme with security in the sense of existential forgery against adap-
tive chosen-message attack, it must be infeasible for a computationally bounded adversary to
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compute a valid signature on a message that no honest party took as input to the signing
protocol or for which no hones party generated a signature share (in non-interactive schemes).

Threshold signatures based on the hardness of the discrete logarithm were proposed for
the DSA in synchronous networks with broadcast [90]. They can also be extended to tolerate
an adaptive adversary [48, 82].

For RSA signatures, synchronous protocols in a network with broadcast are known in
the standard model [93, 129]. A very efficient, non-interactive solution in the random oracle
model was presented by Shoup [142], although the choice of RSA modulus was restricted
to the product of two safe primes in this work. Fouque and Stern [81] and Damg̊ard and
Koprowski [72] show how to remove that restriction.

2.3.3 Threshold Pseudorandomness

A threshold pseudorandom function, also called a threshold coin, is a protocol to evaluate a
pseudorandom function whose secret key is shared among the group. Asynchronous and non-
interactive threshold pseudorandomness schemes can also be used to implement asynchronous
protocol for Byzantine agreement efficiently [36, 121]. Several interactive and non-interactive
protocols of this kind are known in the standard model [119, 121] and in the random oracle
model [118, 36].

Open Problem No. 1: Are there practical non-interactive threshold random
functions in the standard model (not using random oracles)?

2.3.4 Threshold Key Generation

Generating a threshold key for the discrete log-based systems is easier than for RSA or other
trapdoor one-way permutations. Pedersen’s verifiable secret sharing scheme [124] gives rise
to a protocol for generating shares of an ElGamal public key, but it requires an unrealistically
strong synchronized network with broadcast. Gennaro et al. [89] show how to generate a
shared threshold key with a weaker and more realistic synchrony assumption, tolerating a
so-called rushing adversary that can exploit small communication delays to its advantage.
Fully asynchronous protocols for generating discrete log-based threshold keys were proposed
only recently by Cachin et al. [34].

The distributed generation of RSA threshold keys was addressed in synchronous networks
by Boneh and Franklin [26]; these results were later also extended to generate keys for Shoup’s
RSA scheme [5, 72]. No asynchronous protocols are known.

Open Problem No. 2: Are there there practical and robust protocols for dis-
tributed generation of shared RSA keys?
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3 Generic protocols

In this section we discuss the generic approach to multiparty computation (MPC). The generic
approach allows for securely computing any function representable as a polynomial-sized
circuit.

3.1 The Generic MPC Problem

The generic MPC problem is to devise protocols, which allow n parties connected by a com-
plete network of point-to-point channels to securely compute any function f on their local
inputs and to study under which assumptions and how efficiently such protocols can be de-
vised. Securely compute means preserving the correctness of the outputs and the privacy of
the inputs in the presence of faults. Faults are modeled by a single entity called the adver-
sary. The adversary controls a set of so-called corrupted parties. If the adversary is passive
it sees all inputs and outputs of the corrupted parties and can view their internal state. An
active adversary is furthermore allowed to send arbitrary messages on behalf of the corrupted
parties. An adversary has two goals, gathering information about uncorrupted parties’ inputs
and outputs and, if it is active, exerting influence by sending faulty messages to make the
uncorrupted parties terminate with wrong outputs.

A solution to the generic MPC problem is a compiler which given the description of any
protocol problem, formalized by a function f , outputs a secure protocol for that protocol
problem.

3.2 Formalizing the Problem

There are many proposals on how to model the security of a protocol, but common to most is
that the security of a protocol is defined by requiring that an adversary attacking the protocol
should only be allowed to achieve inevitable goals. This meaning that the adversary should
not be able to achieve more than it would from attacking an ideal evaluation of f . In the
ideal evaluation we imagine that the parties send their inputs to an incorruptible trusted party
over perfectly secure lines. This trusted party then computes the function f on the inputs
and returns the result over the perfectly secure lines. Here certainly the adversary achieves
only inevitable goals: Of information it only learns the corrupted parties’ inputs and outputs
and if it is active the only influence it can exert is changing the corrupted parties’ inputs
to the function. The comparison of the protocol execution to the ideal evaluation is made
by requiring that the complete view of an adversary attacking the protocol execution can be
simulated given only the view of a correspondingly powerful adversary attacking the ideal
evaluation. This captures exactly the idea that the information gathering and the influencing
capabilities of the adversary contains nothing extra to that of which the adversary is entitled.
This approach to comparing the protocol execution to the ideal evaluation originates in the
definition of zero-knowledge proof in [97] by Goldwasser, Micali and Rackoff, where the same
approach is used to define that the view of a dishonest verifier does not contain information
about the witness by showing that the view can be simulated without the witness. We call
this kind of model of security a simulation model. For the MPC setting the simulation model
approach is introduced by Goldreich, Micali and Wigderson in [96].
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There now exist a number of approaches to formalizing this intuitive definition. The
formalizations currently regarded the ’right’ ones are the universal composability (UC) frame-
work by Canetti [46] and the reactive simulatability (RS) framework by Pfitzmann, Schunter
and Waidner [126]. Both frameworks guarantee security for complex environments as e.g. the
Internet, where earlier formalizations all had drawbacks. A comprehensive overview of earlier
formalizations can be found in [45].

The models used to study MPC vary considerably in the assumptions on the computing
power of the parties, the nature of the communication channels, and the class of faults, which
are considered. Some common choices for these parameters give rise to the cryptographic
models and the information theoretical models. In the cryptographic models, the parties and
the adversary are assumed to be probabilistic polynomial time interactive Turing machines
(ITM) and the channels are assumed to be authenticated but public, i.e. the communication
over the channels is publicly readable.

3.2.1 The early feasibility results

In [57] Chaum, Damg̊ard, and van de Graaf and independently in [96] Goldreich, Micali, and
Wigderson proved that if less than n/2 of the parties deviate from the protocol, then any
probabilistic polynomial time n-party function can be computed securely in the cryptographic
model. In the information theoretical models, the parties and the adversary are assumed to be
computationally unbounded and the channels are assumed to be authenticated and private.
In [56] Chaum, Crépeau, and Damg̊ard and independently in [19] Ben-Or, Goldwasser, and
Wigderson proved, that if less than n/3 of the parties are cheating, then any n-party function
can be computed securely. In [130] Rabin and Ben-Or proved that in the information theoret-
ical model with a broadcast channel (see Section 2.1) any n-party function can be computed
securely as long as less than n/2 parties are actively cheating. These early protocols are not
particularly efficient, but showed that secure generic MPC is feasible, and set the stages for
a now very active research area.

3.3 The Typical Setting

When studying MPC there are three assumptions which are typically made. These are: the
computation is synchronous, the network is complete, and the channels are authenticated.

The reason for considering a synchronous model is that it simplifies the study without
(hopefully) abstracting away the problems that are essential to secure MPC. The hope is,
that tools and methodologies developed in the synchronous model for secure computation
can be adapted to the asynchronous model. There is good evidence, that this is the case. If
we do not consider active faults, then any privacy preserving protocol for the synchronous
model can be translated into a privacy preserving protocol for the asynchronous model using
a synchronizer, see Awerbuch[8]. Even though no such construction is known for the active
case, many of the tools developed for the synchronous model have been adopted to protocol
design in the asynchronous setting. The concept of verifiable secret sharing (VSS) was defined
for the synchronous model in [59] by Chor, Goldwasser, Micali and Wigderson, where it
was used to construct a so-called simultaneous broadcast protocol. (See also Section 2.2.)
VSS is an essential part of most MPC protocols. In [51] Canetti and Rabin adapted VSS
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to the asynchronous model. They build an asynchronous VSS (AVSS) protocol and use it
to construct asynchronous Byzantine agreement. Also Ben-Or, Canetti and Goldreich[18]
and Ben-Or, Kelmer and Rabin[20] used AVSS, as a sub-protocol in building generic MPC
protocols for the asynchronous information theoretic model. The model introduced in [18]
builds directly on the definitional work for the synchronous model begun in [95] and both
protocols use the tools and methodologies from the protocols for synchronous MPC protocols
in [56, 19, 130].

The motivation for considering complete and authenticated networks is partly the same
as for studying synchronous computation. For these assumptions, the hope that results in
the idealized model apply to more realistic models is even better justified. In [15] Bellare,
Canetti and Krawczyk showed how any protocol for the authenticated channel model can
be translated into a protocol for the unauthenticated channel model in a modular way using
known (and widely applied) techniques for authentication, like authenticated Diffie-Hellman
for key exchange and messages authentication codes (MAC’s) and digital signatures for data
transport. A further discussion of this issue and references to related work can be found in
[15].

A study of which general networks allow for simulating a complete network, and perform-
ing MPC, has been performed in a number of papers. E.g. in the information theoretical
model, if the network consists of point-to-point channels and t parties might be corrupt, but
do not actively cheat, then t + 1 disjoint paths between two parties are necessary and suffi-
cient to simulate a complete point-to-point channel. If the t corrupted parties may actively
cheat, then 2t + 1 such paths are necessary and sufficient, see e.g. Franklin and Wright[84],
which also contains similar result for other communication models with e.g. multicast and
broadcast.

It is the hope that studying secure computation in an idealized model will develop efficient
tools and methodologies which have wider applications to protocol design and that it will
clarify what is essential aspects of (efficient) secure computation. Furthermore, secure MPC
is a place for benchmarking existing tools and methodologies for protocol design.

3.4 State of the Art and Open Problem

The MPC problem dates back to the papers by Yao [150] and Goldreich, Micali and
Wigderson[96]. What was proved there was basically that a collection of n players can effi-
ciently compute the value of an n-input function, such that everyone learns the correct result,
but no other new information. These protocols are proved secure against static PPT adver-
saries which corrupts a set of less than n/2 players. Both protocol are for the cryptographic
model and are proved secure in models which are somewhat weaker than the UC model
and the RS model. Later, unconditionally secure MPC protocols were proposed by Ben-Or,
Goldwasser and Wigderson and Chaum, Crépeau and Damg̊ard[19, 56] in for the information
theoretic model where private channels are assumed between every pair of players.
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3.4.1 The VSS Strain

Over the years, several protocols have been proposed which, under specific computational
assumptions, improve the efficiency of general MPC, see for instance [10, 69, 92, 67]. Virtually
all proposals have been based on some form of verifiable secret sharing (VSS), i.e., a protocol
allowing a dealer to securely distribute a secret value s among the players, see also Section 2.2,
but where both the dealer and/or some of the players may be cheating and must still guarantee
that after the sharing protocol terminates, a unique secret is defined and can be reconstructed.
Then the parties manipulate these shared inputs to compute some function of them. The
basic paradigm that has been used is to ensure that all inputs and intermediate values in
the computation are VSS’ed, since this prevents the adversary from causing the protocol to
terminate early or with incorrect results. This line of work of using VSS from computation
has received an immense attention. See e.g. [91] for a starting point.

In all these protocols, the total number of bits broadcast was at least n2k|C|, where n is
the number of players, k is a security parameter, and |C| is the size of a circuit computing
the desired function. Here, C may be a Boolean circuit, or an arithmetic circuit over a finite
field, depending on the protocol. Using the best broadcast protocols these protocols would
have a communication complexity of at least n4k|C|.

In [105, 104] Hirt, Maurer and Przydatek present the currently most efficient secure general
multiparty computation protocol for the information theoretic model, using the so-called
player-elimination technique. This protocol has a communication complexity in the order of
n2|C| bits.

Strongly Multiplicative Linear Secret Sharing A generalization of the class of thresh-
old secret sharing schemes is known as Linear Secret Sharing Schemes (LSSSs), see also
Section 2.2, which enable MPC in scenarios that are more general that what is otherwise
possible, e.g., cases where we do not place the same amount of trust in all players.

In order to enable general computations, the LSSS used must have an extra property:
we say it must be mutiplicative. Not all LSSSs are multiplicative, but it can be shown [61]
that one can, from any LSSS, construct a new one that is multiplicative, and where shares of
secrets are at most twice as large.

This leads to protocols with zero error probability secure against passive attacks, i.e.,
where players are honest but curious. It also leads to protocols secure against active attacks,
i.e., where corrupt players do not follow the protocol. Here, however, we can only guarantee
a small, but non-zero probability of error.

To get an error-free protocol in the active case would require an LSSS with a further
property: it would have to be strongly multiplicative. It is not known whether a result holds
for strong mutiplicativeness, similar to the one above. This is a major open problem in linear
secret sharing.

Open Problem No. 3: Can one construct from any LSSS a strongly multiplica-
tive LSSS that is almost as efficient?
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3.4.2 The Threshold-Encryption Strain

In [83] Franklin and Haber proposed a new approach to the MPC problem. Their protocol
is not based on secret-sharing, but instead on a so-called joint encryption scheme, where a
ciphertext can only be decrypted with the help of all players, but still the length of an encryp-
tion is independent of the number of players. In the protocol all parties broadcast encryptions
of their inputs. Then the parties manipulate the encryptions to obtain an encryption of the
output. Finally the parties jointly decrypt just the encryption of the output, thereby revealing
the output and keeping inputs and intermediary values secret.

The protocol in [83] is only secure against passive adversaries, but is the first protocol
to achieve communication complexity in the order of n2k|C|. Later Cramer, Damg̊ard and
Nielsen [66] gave a protocol along the same lines, now with security against static adversaries.
This protocol is based on a threshold cryptosystem, see Section 2.3, and has communication
complexity in the order of n3k|C|. Recent work by Hirt and Nielsen [106] has reduced this
communication complexity to n2k|C|.

This means that when it comes to communication complexity of MPC, the state of the
art is that one has to communicate at least n2 bits per gate in the circuit for computing f .
On the other hand we have no evidence that this is necessary. If the parties need to agree on
the outputs, then we know that they must send at least n2 bits in the output phase — we
don’t even know whether they need to sends n2 bits for each output bit. For the intermediary
values in the gate we have no evidence that the parties even have to communicate. This poses
one of the main open problems in generic MPC.

Open Problem No. 4: Investigate the communication complexity of secure
MPC, by giving more efficient protocols and by proving lower bounds.

3.4.3 Adaptive Security

An interesting sub-problem in generic MPC is that of obtaining security against an adaptive
adversary which can corrupt the parties at any point in the execution, as opposed to static
adversaries which picks the set of corrupted parties before the protocol execution. Most of
the protocols mentioned above is only secure against static adversaries.

That a protocol is secure against adversaries which might corrupt parties during the
computation does not follow from the static security of the protocol. In general, constructing
adaptive secure protocols is considerably more involved than constructing static secure ones.
One example of this is the difference between so-called semantic secure encryption and non-
committing encryption. Semantic secure encryption is the notion of security normally used
today when considering encryption (c.f. [16]). It is however known that in many protocols
semantic secure encryption is not sufficient for obtaining adaptive security. Instead a so-called
non-committing encryption scheme is needed. Such encryption schemes have been developed
by e.g. Beaver and Haber [13] and Canetti, Feige, Goldreich and Naor [47], but are are more
involved and less efficient that semantic secure encryption.

Another example that adaptive security is harder than static security is given by Cramer,
Damg̊ard, Dziembowski, Hirt and Rabin [68]. They give an example of a protocol which is
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secure against computationally unbounded adversaries, but is insecure against PPT adaptive
adversaries. Yet another example is provided by Beaver[12] who showed that the protocol in
[96], which was proved static secure, is not adaptive secure, unless factoring is not intractable
or the polynomial time hierarchy collapses.

There does however exist adaptive secure generic MPC. Indeed, the very first general
MPC protocols in [19, 56] for the secure channels model are adaptive secure if the secure
channels (which the protocols assume) is implemented using non-committing encryption.
Later Canetti, Lindell, Ostrovsky and Sahai [50] and Damg̊ard and Nielsen [73, 74] devel-
oped adaptive secure protocols which are additionally secure on the UC and RS models (i.e.
they have security appropriate for e.g. a setting like the Internet).

As mentioned above it is known that non-committing encryption is needed in some pro-
tocols, and some protocols have been proved to not be adaptive secure. Unfortunately the
reasons for which we know that non-committing is needed, and the reason for [96] not being
adaptive secure, are rather technical. Non-committing encryption seems to be needed because
of the way our models are formulated rather than because of practical security issues. The
same applies to the protocol in [96], which does not seem to allow any practical attack by
an adaptive adversary. Since non-committing encryption, and adaptive security in general,
is sometimes much less efficient than semantic secure encryption, this poses the question of
whether e.g. non-committing encryption is really needed for practical security?

Open Problem No. 5: Better understand adaptive security, e.g., by giving an
example where implementing secure channels with ordinary semantic secure en-
cryption instead of non-committing encryption leads to a practical security prob-
lem, or by developing new models of adaptive security which allow to implement
secure channels using ordinary semantic secure encryption and maybe renders the
protocol in [96] adaptive secure.

3.5 Asynchronous Security

Another interesting problem in generic MPC is constructing protocol secure when run in
an asynchronous network. For the VSS strain the first secure asynchronous protocols was
developed by Ben-Or, Canetti and Goldreich [18] and Ben-Or, Kelmer and Rabin [20]. The
line of work on making the VSS strain efficient does however not apply to these protocols,
and as a consequence the best know asynchronous VSS based generic MPC protocols are very
far from the best synchronous protocol in terms of efficiency.

Open Problem No. 6: Is it possible to adapt the techniques used to make the
synchronous VSS strain of protocols efficient to the asynchronous VSS strain of
protocols?

Recently Hirt, Nielsen and Przydatek [107] gave a secure asynchronous protocol based
on threshold encryption. The communication complexity of this protocol is in the order of
n3k|C|. This means that also for the threshold-encryption strain of generic MPC there is a
noticeable gap between the best synchronous and the best asynchronous protocol.
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Open Problem No. 7: Investigate whether secure asynchronous protocols are
inherently less efficient that synchronous protocols, by either giving lower bounds
on the communication complexity of asynchronous MPC or developing more effi-
cient protocols.

4 Specific Applications and Multiparty Computation Proto-
cols

The previous sections presented the most important basic tools and generic constructions for
multiparty protocols. This section explores some of their application domains. Several prac-
tical scenarios are addressed by presenting specific protocols, such as anonymity-supporting
credential systems, property-based attestation, applications to economic mechanisms such as
auctions, electronic voting, and private matching; these are the subject of Sections 4.1–4.5,
respectively.

4.1 Anonymous Credentials

In an anonymous credential system it is desired that the service provider cannot link a request
for the service with a specific user or with other past requests. We list the main properties
that an anonymous credential system should enjoy.

1. Security: it is hard for a coalition of users to get access to a service without having
the requested credentials.

2. Multi-show privacy: a user during a transaction can prove possession of credentials
and, at the same time, the service provider does not obtain any private user information.
This holds even if the user interacts using the same credential certificate several times
with the same (or other) service provider.

3. Usability: a user that possesses a credential certificate should be able to prove general
statements (for instance the satisfaction of linear Boolean formulae) over the credentials
while preserving multi-show privacy.

4. Non-Transferability: it should be inconvenient for a user to lend his credentials to
another user.

5. Efficiency: the overhead in terms of communication and computation imposed by the
anonymous credential system to users and service providers must not heavily affect their
performance.

An anonymous credential system [55] can be based on the concept of proofs in which a
user shows possession of some piece of information (the credentials) that satisfies some given
conditions (e.g., the access control policy). A first implementation of these proofs, for the
case in which the conditions are expressed by a monotone Boolean formula, can be traced
back to the general results on Sigma protocols by [62] and on statistical zero-knowledge proof
systems by [75]. In [31, 30] these techniques are further explored and their applicability to
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real-life scenarios shown. In particular, Brands [31] presented a Public-Key Infrastructure
in which a user can prove in zero knowledge that the credentials encoded by his certificate
satisfy a given linear Boolean formula. Brands’ constructions are efficient since only a few
modular exponentiations (linear in the number of encoded credentials) have to be performed
in order to prove that the credentials encoded in the certificate satisfy a given linear Boolean
formula. The main drawback of Brands’ certificates is that they are one-show in the sense that
using the same certificate in two distinct transactions links the two transactions as performed
by the same user. As a consequence, a user needs to obtain from the trusted authority an
impractically large batch of certificates so that no certificate is used twice.

In [37] Camenisch and Lysyanskaya proposed an anonymous credential system that is
based on the strong RSA assumption and the DDH assumptions. In the system of [37, 39] it
is possible to unlinkably prove possession of a credential supporting the multi-show property
and the entities that release credentials can independently choose their cryptographic keys.
Furthermore, it allows to encode attributes such as age or expiration into a credential which
can be selectively revealed when possession of a credential is proved.

In [148] Verheul proposed a very efficient solution for multi-show credentials, although
without proving the security of his system. The result is related to the assumption that for
some groups the Decisional version of the Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem is easy while its
Computational version (CDH) is hard and on an additional ad-hoc assumption.

Recently, Boneh and Boyen [25] as well as Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [41] have put
forth signature schemes that are based on Discrete Logarithm Assumption and, in a similar
way that [37] employs a signature scheme [40] based the Strong RSA Assumption, that give
rise to a credential system based solely on Discrete Logarithm-related assumption. Finally,
Bangerter, Camenisch, and Lysyanskaya [9] describe a generalization of anonymous credential
systems and how to construct them from known signature and encryption schemes.

Visconti and Persiano provide [125] a credential system that also allows to encode at-
tributes which is based on a new computational assumption in RSA rings.

Open Problem No. 8: Find verifiable encryption schemes that allow for more
efficient proofs that an attribute contained in a credential one possesses is en-
crypted under a third parties public key.

Open Problem No. 9: Construct credential systems (i.e., signature schemes
with protocols such as the one by Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [40]) that are
secure under alternative or weaker assumptions than the existing ones.

4.2 Property-Based Attestation

The rapid expansion of world-wide connectivity has changed the requirements on IT systems.
We require systems which can guarantee authenticity, integrity, privacy, anonymity, and avail-
ability. Cryptography and many other technical security measures such as firewalls, Intrusion
Detection Systems and so on are useful tools providing solutions to a variety of security related
problems. However, they would work properly only if the underlying computing platform,
in particular the operating system, is secure. Existing computing platforms, however, suffer
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from various security problems due to their architectural weaknesses in hardware and software
as well as their complexity [136].

In this context the computing industry has come up with Trusted Computing (TC), a new
generation of computing platforms based on new architectures both in hardware and software.
The results of their investigations are the two well-known initiatives by the TCG (Trusted
Computing Group)1, an alliance of leading IT enterprises, and Microsoft’s NGSCB (Next-
Generation Secure Computing Base)2. Whereas there is no technical specification for NGSCB
available yet, TCG has published the corresponding hardware specifications [146, 99].3

Loosely speaking, the basic idea is to embed a “trusted third party” into the underly-
ing hardware where this party is realized by tamper-resistant hardware components. The
intention is, however, to keep the tamper-resistance assumption as weak as possible and re-
duce the cost by keeping the trusted component as small as possible. The stated goal of
these architectures is to improve the security and trustworthiness of computing platforms
[115, 116, 136, 135]. Indeed, these platforms offer many useful functions which can be used to
increase a platform’s security. They extend the conventional PC architecture by new mech-
anisms to (i) protect cryptographic keys, (ii) generate random numbers in hardware, (iii)
authenticate (the configuration of) a platform (e.g., of the BIOS and the TCB), called attes-
tation4, and (iv) cryptographically bind the data to be encrypted to certain information, e.g.,
to the system configuration and the identifier of the invoking application, called sealing.

For better understanding we take a look at an example: on platform startup a hardware
component, called the Core Root of Trust Module (CRTM), hashes the current BIOS and the
master boot record (MBR) of the boot device and writes the result into protected registers
called Platform Configuration Registers (PCR) which are located in an (tamper-resistant)
hardware module called Trusted Platform Module (TPM). The software that is executed
in the MBR (e.g., the boot loader) can create a chain of trust by writing a hash value
of the software it loads (e.g., the operating system) into another PCR register. We hence
call the chain of hash values stored in the PCR as the platform configuration.5 The TPM
can cryptographically sign the current platform configuration using a protected signature
key, to attest it to a remote challenger. To ensure that data sent to a platform can only
be accessed under a specific platform and platform configuration, a sealing mechanism is
provided: a remote instance can encrypt critical data including a demanded configuration
under an encryption key whose decryption key is only known to the TPM. The TPM can
decrypt the cipher but releases the data only if the current platform configuration matches
the demanded one. Note that sealing functionality can be used to ensure that the critical
data cannot be accessed by the user when the configuration of the platform changes after the
attestation took place.

1www.trustedcomputinggroup.org
2www.microsoft.com/ngscb/
3Note that Microsoft’s NGSCB [115, 116] is one concrete instantiation of the TCG specification based on

additional hardware extensions such as LaGrande (see http://www.intel.com/technology/security/index.htm).
Since the NGSCB/LaGrande approach is based on the functionality provided by the TCG specification, we
focus on TCG in the following, although our research work and the solutions achieved are applicable to NGSCB,
or any other approach that offers the same functionalities.

4Data represented as a hash value, using a cryptographically secure hash function such as SHA-1
5Note that here we do not mean the hash value of the history but rather the hash of the TCB (trusted

computing base) state that remains unchanged during the run-time in contrast to, e.g., history measurements
done in [137].
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However, there is still an ongoing public debate about the negative economical, social, and
technical consequences of these platforms [6, 7, 140]. People are concerned about the potential
dangers that can be caused by the capabilities of such platforms: they may give vendors and
content providers too much control over personal systems and users’ private information.
Although most complains about trusted computing are speculative6, it is highly important
to observe its development carefully, and to improve this technology by putting together the
missing pieces for more secure platforms in future. The public debates of the past highlighted
several deficiencies and unsatisfying properties of the current TCG specification version 1.1b
[146]. In October 2003, the TCG published an updated TCG specification version 1.2 [99]
which solves some of these deficiencies. For instance, a cryptographic protocol called Direct
Anonymous Attestation (DAA) [38] was specified that, roughly spoken, provides users with an
unlimited number of pseudonyms without requiring a trusted Privacy Certification Authority
(privacy-CA) that was required (and criticized) in version 1.1b of the specification.

Currently ongoing research work considers deficiencies of TCG regarding the two impor-
tant functionalities attestation and sealing. The main motivation is that existing proposals
for realization of these functionalities allow a remote instance to discriminate certain plat-
forms having certain configurations (of the hardware and software running on the platform).
Thus, a remote instance, attesting a platform, is able to exclude certain configurations from
his/her business model, e.g., configurations related to alternative operating systems such as
Linux. Hence, if in the future attestation is used to enforce the software configuration, pow-
erful vendors may enforce their policies on their products by preventing alternative software
products from running on their platforms.7 Further, the existing proposals enable an instance
attesting a platform or observing the attestation to obtain complete information about the
hardware and software configuration8 of a platform making attacks on a platform easier.

Other problems related to attestation are updates and backup: the new functionalities
allow to seal critical data (e.g., documents, content) to a certain platform configuration. This,
however, strongly limits the usage flexibility when system updates (e.g., patches) change the
system configuration. As a consequence, the data is not accessible anymore. Similar situations
arise when a system backup is made. It is not possible to access the data on another platform
having a different configuration (even if this platform satisfies the same requirements as the
previous one). Thus, also the sealing function can be applied to limit or prevent the use of
certain products.

Clearly, the above mentioned problems lead to an unsatisfactory situation which is not
what we understand under security for all involved parties (in the sense of multilateral secu-
rity) and under an open market.

6As pointed out by [133] the TC functionalities are completely under the control of the underlying operating
system, and as a consequence, users can benefit from the security features of TCG/NGSCB, as long as their
operating system is trustworthy.

7Note that similar approaches can be observed today, e.g., many banks provide banking software for only
one operating system, a lot of websites support only one web-browser, and a lot of hardware devices, like
music players, expect a specific operating system. However, in conjunction with TC technology, the use of
alternatives will become impossible.

8One may think that the subject of attestation is only to determine a “known” configuration. However,
if this would be the case then only a binary confirmation would suffice indicating that a known configuration
has been changed. This solution would be much more simpler than the attestation procedure specified by the
TCG.
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In [134] a new approach has been taken which uses these functionalities only based on the
properties a platform offers and not based on the configuration of its software and hardware
components.9 A property of a platform describes an aspect of the behavior of that platform
regarding certain requirements, such as security-related requirements. In general, platform
properties of different abstraction levels are imaginable: a platform property may, e.g., state
that a platform has built-in measures conform to the privacy laws, or that it strictly sep-
arates processes from each other, or that a platform has built-in functionalities to provide
Multi-Level Security (MLS) and so on. The question of whether there is a correct or useful
property set depends heavily on the underlying application and its requirements on the envi-
ronment. For instance a useful property is what is now accepted as secure operating system
providing isolation of processes or confinement etc. Hence, different platforms with different
components may have different configurations while they may all offer the same properties
and consequently fulfill the same requirements.

As a starting point several solutions have been sketched in [134] to the mentioned problems
following the property-based attestation paradigm: These solutions (i) differ in their trust
models, efficiency and the functionality offered by the trusted components, (ii) can be applied
to all approaches that provide some kind of secure booting or application authentication.
Further, it is also demonstrated, how the Trusted Software Stack (TSS), the TPM-library
proposed by the TCG, can be extended by a property-based attestation protocol based on
the existing TC hardware, called Trusted Platform Module (TPM), without a need to change
the underlying trust model.10

Note that the anonymity provided by DAA or privacy-CA’s is completely orthogonal to the
stated goals of property-based attestation. Nevertheless, both approaches can be combined
into an anonymous property-based attestation function [134].

4.3 Multiparty Computation and Economy

Doing business often involves confidential information as well as parties that have potentially
conflicting interests and no prior reason to trust each other. Multiparty computation protocols
can be very helpful in such a scenario.

An example of this is what is known as a double auction in economic theories. Here,
some commodity is being traded on a market with many potential sellers and buyers. Each
party has some intentions initially. A buyer, for instance, will for each quantity have a
maximum price in mind that he is willing to pay for this quantity. Such information is of
course confidential: if buyers would make this information public, it would be an incentive
for the sellers to adjust their prices to their own advantage. Similarly, sellers need to hide at
which price they are willing to deliver a certain quantity of a goods.

In economic theory, one can show a theorem that holds for a very general class of trading
mechanisms, including double auctions. In a nutshell, the theorem says that if the confidential

9A similar approach has been proposed independently in [127].
10It should be noted that our primary goal is to have a non-discriminating attestation as a standard, which

can be certified by trusted entities, and on which the vendors and developers of related products should
rely. Clearly, standards leave some space for corresponding implementations, and this may open the door for
information flow allowing, e.g., operating system footprinting (see, e.g., www.insecure.org/nmap). However,
this is not the subject of this paper.
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information of all players was given to a trusted third party, he could compute a solution to the
given scenario that is always at least as good as what could be obtained by direct negotiation
between players. In the case of double auctions, the solution is the so called market clearing
price, the price per unit of the commodity that will enable trading the maximum value, and
hence give the maximum joint benefit for the players.

Of course, establishing such a third party which players can trust is in most cases either
impossible or very expensive. However, the definition of secure multiparty computation ex-
actly says that a secure protocol for computing, e.g., the market clearing price is equivalent
to having a trusted third party as required.

Open Problem No. 10: Design special-purpose secure multiparty protocols for
handling economic scenarios such as auctions. Develop this promising and very
interesting research field, which may lead to development of new techniques and
protocols that are useful in practice.

4.4 Electronic Voting

Since the introduction of public key cryptography at the end of the seventies many crypto-
graphic protocols for electronic voting have been proposed. (Here, electronic voting means
that the entire process is electronic, including distribution of the ballots and voter authenti-
cation.)

Various classes of solutions have emerged. One interesting class is formed by protocols
that assume an anonymous channel is available for the voters (see, e.g., [86] which uses
blind signatures). The assumption of an anonymous channel is however quite strong. The
resulting protocols are computationally efficient, but fail to achieve the property of universal
verifiability of the election result.

The class of solutions based on either threshold homomorphic encryption or on verifiable
mixes, however, meets the requirement of universal verifiability. Also, no anonymous channels
are needed during voting (or, any other stage of the protocols). The notion of universal
verifiability first appears in the work by Benaloh et al. [60, 22], followed by much more
efficient solutions in [63] and [64], where the latter paper actually introduces the use of a
threshold homomorphic encryption (rather than using verifiable secret sharing). Work on
verifiable mixes started in [138], leading to the first linear-time verifiable mixes as achieved
in [120] and in [87], and further improvements such as [98].

An interesting issue is the problem of incoercible elections, which amounts to protecting
the voters against coercion. Work on this problem started with [21], who introduced the
notion of a receipt-free voting scheme and proposed a scheme using a two-way untappable (i.e.,
private) channel. An improved proposal appeared in [139], using only a one-way untappable
channel (directed from the voting server to the voter). An extension to the more general
setting of incoercible multiparty computation was introduced in [43], which proposes to use
deniable encryption (see [42]) as tool to achieve incoercibility.

Quite a few papers appeared since. The best solutions known to date for achieving some
level of incoercibility employ so-called randomizers, after [103] and improved in [11]. The
known solutions, however, are not satisfactory though. Firstly, the assumption of an un-
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tappable channel cannot be achieved for common networks such as the Internet. Secondly,
solutions based on randomizers require a voter to know which ones have been corrupted.
More generally, an exact definition and model for receipt-freeness and incoercibility has not
fully been established yet.

Open Problem No. 11: Provide an exact, formal definition of receipt-freeness
and incoercibility, either in terms of standard cryptographic definitions, or, prefer-
ably, in terms of one of the frameworks for universally composable cryptographic
protocols.

Open Problem No. 12: Either eliminate the assumption of an untappable
channel from electronic voting protocols, or prove that untappable channels are
necessary.

4.5 Private Matching

Private matching is a class of problems in secure computation where two or more parties
determine whether their private inputs and/or some shared inputs satisfy some specific con-
straints. Well-known examples of private matching are Yao’s classical millionaires problem
[149], the related problem of string matching [70, 76] or the socialist millionaires problem
[109, 28] and plaintext-equality testing [110]. More advanced examples, see below, involve
operations on privately held databases, say, where two parties like to compute the intersection
of their databases, and more generally to enable privacy-preserving datamining. Protocols
for private matching serve as building blocks for auction schemes and election schemes, as
well as for schemes involving searching and sorting of (encrypted) data.

An interesting application is matching of biometric profiles, e.g., by securely determining
whether the (Hamming) distance between a stored biometric template and a sampled one is
sufficiently small. However, fully secure versions of such matching protocols are not very effi-
cient yet. A possible way-out is to apply protocols for secure approximation of the Hamming
distance between two vectors of length `, say, which is of sublinear complexity o(`), see [77].
(See also subsequent work such as [100]). Recent work, such as [85] includes approximation
techniques for private matching as well.) Rather than computing the exact result by means
of a secure computation, it may be feasible and sufficient to compute an approximate result.
The same approach extends to what might be called “approximate datamining in encrypted
databases”. The general context for this problem is called privacy-preserving datamining,
where the primary task is the development of models (statistics) about aggregated data
rather than providing exact matches with individual data records. See, e.g., [114, 4, 85].
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